Speedway motors wiring harness

Our universal wiring harness is the perfect solution for vehicles with no reproduction harness
options, custom builds, or the budget-minded DIY builder. This compact hot rod wiring harness
works with nearly any volt vehicle, engine, and transmission combination carb or EFI, automatic
or manual , including engine swaps. This circuit wiring harness is ideal for basic vehicles with
minimal power accessories. A compact fuse box mounts discreetly out of view, or choose an
open installation for easy access. Harness consists of 4 branches that are strategically bundled
to simplify installation. The foot-long tail light leads allow easy mounting in most compact and
mid-size vehicles. Wiring up the steering column controls can be a daunting task, but our
harness makes it easy. This harness plugs directly into most GM-style tilt steering columns. It
connects to aftermarket tilt columns from ididit, Flaming River or Speedway Motors, as well as
factory GM tilt columns from cars, trucks and vans see our full list of compatible GM columns.
Not using a GM tilt column? No problem. This harness easily splices into other steering
columns with the included pin-out wiring diagram it helps to have a wiring schematic for your
vehicle here, too. Wires are conveniently bundled and labeled every 6 inches - just take your
time and be attentive when splicing it in. Patches and splicing are tedious and unreliable. Your
car deserves better! Start fresh with modern polyethylene-insulated, stranded bare copper wire.
Each harness is constructed from premium quality GXL automotive wiring, with the appropriate
wire diameter for each fused circuit ranging 8 to 16 gauge. In other words, you can expect the
same quality of automotive wiring used by the big 3 OE manufacturers. An innovative 2-piece
fuse block design gives easy service, fuse replacement, and endless mounting solutions. Mount
the baseplate and then clip in the fuse block assembly. No more fragile, corroded glass fuses!
Crimp connectors and terminals are included to get you started right away. Our universal circuit
harness consists of 4 branches that are conveniently bundled, so you can get started right
away. The included 5-page instruction booklet, with color printed pictures, covers each of these
pre-bundled circuits in detail. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Ships
FREE here for details and exclusions. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your
vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist.
Click to Login. Perfect for restoration projects, custom vehicles or budget-minded DIY builders
Universal design for nearly any volt vehicle â€” great for engine swaps! Number of Circuits:.
Fuse Block Included:. Compatible with GM Column:. Ignition Key Location:. Column or Dash.
Fuse Style:. Part :. Sold in Quantity:. EFI engines will need additional engine-specific harness.
Info Our universal wiring harness is the perfect solution for vehicles with no reproduction
harness options, custom builds, or the budget-minded DIY builder. Plug-and-Play with GM Tilt
Columns Wiring up the steering column controls can be a daunting task, but our harness makes
it easy. Modular Design with Modern Fuses An innovative 2-piece fuse block design gives easy
service, fuse replacement, and endless mounting solutions. Conveniently Bundled Wires Our
universal circuit harness consists of 4 branches that are conveniently bundled, so you can get
started right away. Features Perfect for restoration projects, custom vehicles or budget-minded
DIY builders Universal design for nearly any volt vehicle â€” great for engine swaps! Ground
shipping only in the contiguous US. Related Products. Speedway Standard Turn Signal Switch.
Speedway Universal Headlight Switch. More Like This. View All Chassis Wiring Harnesses.
Unbox our most popular wiring harness with Tim. Steering Column Wiring Guide. Watch our
Steering Column Wiring Guide video for useful tips on wiring your new steering column for your
vehicle. Ididit takes you through the wiring process. Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Pat
shows off how easy wiring your LS can be with our LS wiring kit. You May Also Like. Our
universal wiring harness is the perfect solution for vehicles with no reproduction harness
options, custom builds, or the budget-minded DIY builder. This highly versatile wire harness
works with nearly any volt vehicle, engine, and transmission combination carb or EFI, automatic
or manual , including engine swaps. Whether you're building an option-loaded car, or just want
to have extra circuits available for future updates, this circuit wiring kit has you covered. A
compact fuse box mounts discreetly out of view, or choose an open installation for easy
access. Any unused circuits can be bundled up and tucked away under the dash for future use.
The harness includes generous foot-long tail light leads for easy mounting in most vehicles,
even full-size cars, trucks or vans. Wiring up the steering column controls can be a daunting
task, but our harness makes it easy. This harness plugs directly into most GM-style tilt steering
columns. It connects to aftermarket tilt columns from ididit, Flaming River or Speedway Motors,
as well as factory GM tilt columns from cars, trucks and vans see our full list of compatible GM
columns. Not using a GM tilt column? No problem. This harness easily splices into other
steering columns with the included pin-out wiring diagram it helps to have a wiring schematic
for your vehicle here, too. Wires are conveniently bundled and labeled every 6 inches - just take
your time and be attentive when splicing it in. Note that this wiring kit includes a GM-style
headlight switch, dimmer switch and turn signal flasher for reliable service and easy

replacement. Patches and splicing are tedious and unreliable. Your car deserves better! Start
fresh with modern polyethylene-insulated, stranded bare copper wire. Each harness is
constructed from premium quality GXL automotive wiring, with the appropriate wire diameter
for each fused circuit ranging 8 to 16 gauge. In other words, you can expect the same quality of
automotive wiring used by the big 3 OE manufacturers. No more fragile, corroded glass fuses!
Crimp connectors and terminals are included to get you started right away. Our universal circuit
harness consists of 11 branches that are conveniently bundled, so you can get started right
away. The included 7-page instruction booklet, with color printed pictures, covers each of these
pre-bundled circuits in detail. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In Stock. Ships
FREE here for details and exclusions. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your
vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist.
Click to Login. Whether you are building an option loaded car or just want extra circuits
available for upgrades this 22 circuit harness is perfect for your build Premium high
temperature wire with easy to read labels printed every six inches ensures a trouble free
installation Comprehensive instructions with full color pictures takes the headache out of your
wiring project GM column wiring plug ribbon plug is included and comes pre-wired for your
convenience OEM style fuse block with an integrated flasher unit mount delivers a professional
appearance. Number of Circuits:. Fuse Block Included:. Compatible with GM Column:. Ignition
Key Location:. Column or Dash. Fuse Style:. Part :. Sold in Quantity:. Info Our universal wiring
harness is the perfect solution for vehicles with no reproduction harness options, custom
builds, or the budget-minded DIY builder. Plug-and-Play with GM Tilt Columns Wiring up the
steering column controls can be a daunting task, but our harness makes it easy. Conveniently
Bundled Wires Our universal circuit harness consists of 11 branches that are conveniently
bundled, so you can get started right away. Features Perfect for restoration projects, custom
vehicles or budget-minded DIY builders Universal design for nearly any volt vehicle â€” great
for engine swaps! Ground shipping only in the contiguous US. Related Products. More Like
This. View All Chassis Wiring Harnesses. Unbox our most popular wiring harness with Tim.
Speedway Motors employee Pat O. Mounting a Fuse Block to the Firewall- Chevelle. Next up for
Jeff's Chevelle is fuse block mounting and wiring. View this guide on how to remove old wiring
to installing a new fuse block and 22 circuit wiring harness. You May Also Like. Wandering
through the mysteries of automotive wiring harness work can be a daunting task for even the
most seasoned of mechanics. We can help take some of the guesswork out of the confusing
trials of getting your car or truck wired up. Our extensive inventory of all things wiring harness
and automotive wiring is tailored to make the task at hand safe, as simple as possible, and
perform for years to come. You can trust that Speedway Motors has what you are looking for in
a wiring harness! On Sale. Garage Sale. Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find
exactly what you're looking for. Don't see what you're looking for? Click below to see more
ways to filter your search. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Wiring Harness and Components.
Electrical, Lighting and Wiring. You've Selected:. Clear All. Select Your Vehicle. See More
Filters. Sort by: Relevance Selected. Show: 30 Results. Wire Conduits. Chassis Wiring
Harnesses. Wiring Accessory Kits. Engine Wiring Harnesses. Primary Wires. Wire Crimpers.
Engine Control Modules. Dash Wiring Harnesses. Wire Separators. ECM Wiring Harnesses. Heat
Shrink Tubing. Fuel Injector Wiring Harnesses. Transmission Wiring Harnesses. Wire Strippers.
Trailer Wiring Harnesses. Pin Extraction Tools. Programming Cables. ECM Adapter Cables.
Programmer Mounting Brackets. Power Distribution Blocks. Part Ships Free. Quick View. Color:
Black Material Type: Plastic. Basic Universal Shop Wiring Kit. Deluxe Universal Shop Wiring Kit.
Video Available. Overall Length: Wire Stripper and Crimper. Overall Length: 9. New Product.
Overall Length: 25 ft. Inside Diameter:. Overall Length: 30 ft. Speedway Vortec V8 Wiring
Harness. Overall Length: 10 ft. Load More Products. Relevance Selected. Select Your Vehicle
Tell us what vehicle you drive so we can help you find exactly what you're looking for. Wire
Conduits Chassis Wiring Harnesses Wiring Accessory Kits Engine Wiring Harnesses Primary
Wires Wire Crimpers Engine Control Modules Dash Wiring Harnesses Wire Separators ECM
Wiring Harnesses Heat Shrink Tubing Fuel Injector Wiring Harnesses Transmission Wiring
Harnesses Wire Stri
1999 toyota camry window regulator
2002 chevy malibu turn signal relay
280z fuel injection
ppers Trailer Wiring Harnesses Pin Extraction Tools Programming Cables ECM Adapter Cables
9. Programmer Mounting Brackets 9. Power Distribution Blocks 8. Electrical Clamps 4. OBD2
Ports 4. Body Wiring Harness Clips 2. Cable Termination Connectors 2. Trunk Light Wiring
Harnesses 2. Electrical Tape 1. Ignition Coil Connectors 1. Oxygen Sensor Harnesses 1. See

More. See Less. Engine Family. Chevy LS V8 Ford Modular V8 Chrysler Hemi V8 Chevy LT V8
Ford Small Block V8 Chevy Small Block V8 6. Chevy Degree V6 2. Chevy Big Block V8 2. Ford
Big Block V8 2. Number of Circuits. Inside Diameter. Overall Length. Wire Gauge. Wire Color.
Additional Filters Don't see what you're looking for? Compatible with GM Column. Ignition Key
Location. Fuse Block Included. Transmission Family. T56 3. TKO 1. Street Rod Classic Truck
Muscle Car T-Bucket Drag Racing Oval Track Off Road Modern Muscle Sport Compact Truck
Accessories Demolition Derby Sold in Quantity. Customer Rating. See All Filters. See Less
Filters.

